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ABSTRACT 
 
The increased complexity of software resulting from user-defined, craved-functionality is helped modelers to 
refocus design problems and paradigm shift from design to its overall architecture, achieved via design, creation 
and implementation of robust, adaptable and flexible frameworks and models. Software developers, designers, 
programmers and architects continue to aim at robust, flexible and adaptable model frameworks for software 
projects. These have been reckoned with as the key factors for the success or consequently, failure of many 
software projects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Graphs have become dominant life-form of many tasks in many organizations. It continues to advance the study 
of graph theory and its applications, which have been successfully applied to disciplines such as sociology, 
biology, engineering, mathematics, computer etc. Even then, there still exists a lot of variance in its parameter 
selection, feats of choice and background data (as observed from similar graphs) in its implementation 
(Pavlopoulos et al, 2011). In analyzing biological networks via graph theory on existing dataset (with enzymes, 
proteins and genes as its basic feats), there exist 3-standard parameters: (a) degree of distribution, (b) path 
length, and (c) clustering coefficient. As we seek other indicators, depending on the nature of task at hand, this 
in turn raises new questions that must be addressed: (a) what parameters or feats are required for threshold 
prediction with perturbations that occur in a network that consequently, changes the behavior of the entire 
network (as feat that are local to nodes often emerge as global paths), and (b) what boundary limits must be 
set for parameter predictions (Tiovonen et al, 2009; Fionda, 2012; Ojugo et al, 2014b).  
 
Big Data continues to advance the field of storage technique and optimization. This has become imperative with 
the need to aid proper and effective storage for large amount of data generated today. As researchers and 
software-designers sought better techniques to achieve these, the exponential, continued rapid growth of data 
in various types/forms today – beckons on the need for efficient frameworks that proffers dependable solutions 
to curb such data explosion and help store such large amounts of data (Okonta et al, 2015). Use of data 
compression techniques, has its corresponding issues that made possible the pursuance of more efficient 
means to curb such growth. But, data is stored mainly via one-of-two means: file-based system and database 
system (Satesh and Patel, 2009). 
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This study was motivated by these: (a) users need to extend RDBMS so as to capture variants of data types, 
(b) search and classification of data in large databases can be burdensome as users are often stuck with the 
option of what database model and design to use in their OOP application, (c) user seek better means to 
implement in their application in the event that an drastic change in data type(s) originally modeled from outset 
will automatically demand a corresponding change in database structure and model used and implemented by 
the application at run time, and (d) difficulties involved in supporting an OOP concepts via an OOP application 
with RDBMS. 
 
First issue is resolved by seeking an appropriate database model to use, and for this study, we have sought the 
use of relational database extended with object-oriented concepts to yield a hybrid (graph) model (as in section 
II). Also the search for data in very large databases (or as the database grows) can be quite frustrating and a 
herculean task. Thus, we model the use of descriptive mining technique for large data, so that data are 
appropriately classified and displayed on demand (as resolved in Section II). The issue of what database 
schema and query to implement by organizations (and other users) in their application so that a drastic change 
in the data type and format in use, will not automatically demand a corresponding change in the database 
structure and model used. To resolve this, the study advances the framework as proposed in Section III. 
 
1.1 Database and Data Storage 
 
A permanent way to store data on a computer is via files. An organisation uses various applications, each 
manipulates data in files and in various formats. Each file stored (irrespective of its name and extension) is 
achieved via a file-based system, which allows data manipulated to be stored in a file. The issues inherent in 
the file-system includes: integrity, isolation, redundancy, security, format inconsistency and concurrency access 
issues (Watt and Eng, 2013). These difficulties arising from a single file-based system has necessitated the 
need for development and growth of a new approach to store data; Thus, the development of a new model 
called the database model (Okonta et al, 2015). 
 
A database is a shared collection of related data that support the activities of a particular organization. It is a 
repository of data, which defined once – is accessed by various users. Its features include: (a) it represents 
aspects of, or a collection of elements (facts) of real-world data, (b) it is logical, coherent and consistent, (c) it 
is built, designed and populated with data for a specific task, (d) each item is stored in a field, which are 
populated to make up a record, and (f) a combination of fields (and records) define its table, and the table-
structure. Thus, we redefine the database as a system that contain table(s) that are housed within a database 
management system (DBMS). The DBMS is a collection of programs that enable users to create, maintain and 
utilize full controlled access to databases. The primary goal of a DBMS is to provide an environment that is both 
convenient and efficient for users to manipulate, retrieve and store information (Watt and Eng, 2013). 
 
DBMS provides two (2) or more models whose optimal structure on which it stores and manipulates data, 
depends on its natural organization needs, requirement and application's data, which often includes reliability, 
cost, rate of transaction, maintainability and scalability (Codd, 1970). DBMS are built around a data-model, and 
it is possible for it to offer support for more than a single model. Also, most DBMS offer users some level of 
control to tune its physical structure – since these choices when made, creates a significant effect on its 
performance (Conrick, 2006). 
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1.2 Data Mining Technology and Heuristics 
Data stored in databases possess valuable hidden knowledge, which can be engaged in fruitful decision making 
processes. It makes imperative the need to develop methods for extracting knowledge from such hidden data. 
Of the numerous methods proposed, data mining has been successfully used in this task. Data mining employs 
pattern recognition feats with statistical and mathematical techniques in discovering meaningful new 
correlations, patterns and trends by analyzing large amounts of data stored in the repositories (Seifert, 2004). 
Data mining has made impact in many applications to include management, web mining, marketing, customer 
relations, crime analysis, engineering, medicine, prediction, and mobile computing to mention a few (Chen et 
al, 2005). Data mining tasks can be classified into two: Descriptive- and Predictive-mining (Satesh and Patel, 
2009). 
 
Descriptive mining extracts vital characteristics and/or feats of data from databases. Examples are clustering, 
Association Rule Mining and Sequential mining; While Predictive mining derives hidden patterns and trends 
from data to make decisive predictions. Predictive mining techniques consist of a series of tasks such as 
classification, regression and deviation detection (Han et al, 2001; Coenen et al, 2004). An important tasks in 
data mining is classification, which aims to find a valuable set of models that are self-descriptive and 
distinguishable data classes or concepts, to predict set of classes with an unknown class label (Zhong, Fu and 
Zhou, 2006; Waiyamai et al, 2004). In transportation network, all highways with same structural and behavioral 
properties can be classified as a class highway (Shahrabil and Kainz, 1993). All forms of data mining, 
classification is used in applications such as credit approval, product marketing, and medical diagnosis (Kamber 
et al, 1997). So many techniques such as decision trees, neural networks, nearest neighbor methods and rough 
set-based methods enable the creation of classification models (Al-Hegami, 2007). Regardless of its potential 
effectiveness and that data mining appreciably enhances data analysis, the technology requires great effort is 
to be taken to integrate data mining technology with database system (Netz et al, 2000).  
 
1.3 Data Models 
A database model determines the logical structure of how its physical data is stored, organized and manipulated 
on storage (primary and secondary) media. It defines the set of operations that can be performed on the data. 
For example, the relational model (a popular data models) defines operation such as select (project) and join. 
Though, the operations may not be explicit in a particular query language, they are foundations on which a 
query language is built. There are various logical database models to include (Robie and Bartel, 2013; Conrick, 
2006): 
a. Hierarchical Model organizes data as tree-structure with single parent for each record. It was widely used 

in early mainframe IBM Information Management System; But, now describes the XML structure. It allows 
one-to-many relations of two data types, and efficient to describe many relationships such as table of 
contents, nested loops, sorted data and ordering of paragraphs. The hierarchy is used as physical order of 
records in storage. Access to record is by navigating downward via pointers combined with sequential 
access. This makes it inefficient for some database operations when full path (as opposed to upward link 
and sort field) is not included for each record. Such limitations were compensated for in later IMS versions 
by additional logical hierarchies imposed on its base physical hierarchy (Zhuge, 2008; Date, 1999). 

b. Network Model extends the hierarchical model via many-to-many relation of multiple parents to define 
CODASYL specification. It organizes data via two concepts: records and sets. Records have fields 
hierarchically organized as in COBOL; And sets define record one-to-many relation: one owner, many 
members. A record may be an owner in a number of sets, and a member can be in any number of sets. A 
set consists of circular linked lists such that one record type (a set owner or parent) can appear once in 
each circle; while, a second record type (its subordinate or child) can appear multiple times in each circle. 
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This establishes hierarchy between any two record types. Thus all sets comprise a general directed-graph 
(ownership defines direction) or network construct. Access to records is either sequential (in each record 
type), or by navigation in circular linked lists. This model represents redundancy in data efficiently than 
hierarchical model. There can be more than one path from an ancestor to a descendant. The program 
maintains a current position as it navigates from one record to another following all relations the record 
participates in. Records are located via key values. Model uses set relations of pointers that directly address 
location of a record. It yields excellent retrieval performance at the expense of other operations such as 
database loading and reorganization. Example is Cullinet's IDMS (Codd, 1970). 

c. Relational Model – Codd (1970) introduced it as a mathematical model to make DBMS more independent 
of particular application via predicate logic and set theory. It is based on 3-key feats: relations, attributes, 
and domains. A relation is a table with columns (called attributes) and rows. Domain is set of values its 
attributes are allowed to take. Its uses a table: data about an entity (e.g., employee record) is presented in 
its rows and columns. The columns are various attributes of an entity such as employee name, address or 
phone number etc; while, row is an instance of the entity (specific employee) – to represent the relation. 
The ‘relation’ refers to various tables. Each tuple in the table represents various attributes of an employee; 
And all relations (tables) must adhere to basic rules that qualify it as relations, which includes: (a) ordering 
of the column is immaterial, (b) there cannot be identical rows in a table, and (c) each tuple contains single 
value for each attribute (Codd, 1970). Its strength is that, a value input in two different records (of same or 
different tables) is a relation between the two records. To enforce integrity, relations among records are 
defined by identifying a parent-child relation characterized via cardinality (1:1, (0)1:M, M:M). Tables can 
have single or set of attribute keys to uniquely identify each tuple in a table (Zhuge, 2008). A primary key 
uniquely identifies a row in a table and is commonly used to join data from two/more tables. Keys help with 
indexing to facilitate fast retrieval of data from large tables. A column can be a key, or multiple columns are 
grouped together into compound key. Keys can be defined at any time. A key that has an external, real-
world meaning (person's name, book ISBN, or serial number) is called a natural key. In practice, most 
databases have both generated and natural keys (generated keys can be used internally to create links 
between rows that cannot break, while natural keys are used for searches and integration with other 
databases). Most common query language with RDB is Structured Query Language (Okonta et al, 2015). 

d. Object-Oriented Model – uses the concept of objects to avoid object-relational impedance mismatch, an 
overhead of converting data between its representation in database (as rows in tables) and its 
representation in the application program (objects); Or with data-types used in a particular application that 
is directly defined in database that allows database to enforce same data integrity invariants. Object 
database (OODB) adapt encapsulation and polymorphism into databases by allowing objects that are 
manipulated by the program to be persistent via addition of queries (since traditional programming 
languages do not have the ability to find objects based on their data content). OODB model is based on 
objects with a structure that combine related code and data – as defined in its class declaration. The basic 
feats of objects are: (a) encapsulation allows codes and data to be packed together as an object so that its 
implementation is hidden from program, (b) inheritance allows new class to be built using code and data 
declared in another, and it allows common feats of a set of classes to be expressed in its base class, and 
code of related class, and lastly, (c) polymorphism allows us to create instances of an object from its class. 
Each object has its identity, which does not depend on values it contains. The object’s address is its identity, 
and pointer references are then used to establish relations among objects so that its container classes are 
created as many-to-one relation (Robie and Bartels, 2013). OODB define a database via its language and 
allow full programming capabilities and traditional query facilities to be available to users. It suffers 
standardization as it has not been used well enough to ensure interoperability. OODB success are in many 
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applications such as engineering and molecular biology; Rather, than commercial purpose. An alternative 
to translate between OODB and RDB is the use of object-relational mapping (ORM) library (Bagui, 2003).  

 
1.4 Relational Versus Object-Oriented DBMS 
Databases, regardless of structure are problem-specific and aim to offer a uniform framework for what is now 
an accepted solution for efficient storage and retrieval of large volumes of data (Fong, 1997). Many formats 
have been presented; But, RDBMS has been the most adopted over time. It uses a table-based structure for 
static components to organize data, and can handle simple predefined data-types. Issue(s) however, arise when 
it needs to deal with complex data-types, user-defined data and/or multimedia data (Leavit, 2000) – which 
implies that RDBMS fails to handle complex data systems (Alam and Wasan, 2006) as its semantics are left 
unexplored within many relationships that cannot be extracted without the users’ help (Satesh and Patel, 2009). 
 
For several decades, developers have tried to accommodate connected, semi-structured datasets inside 
relational databases. But whereas relational databases were initially designed to codify paper forms and tabular 
structures something they do exceedingly well—they struggle when attempting to model the ad hoc, exceptional 
relationships that crop up in the real world. Ironically, relational databases deal poorly with relationships. 
Relationships do exist in the vernacular of relational databases, but only as a means of joining tables. 
 
In an attempt to use RDBMS technology in data processing activities like computer aided manufacturing and 
design, web-mining, knowledge-based systems, software engineering and multimedia systems – OODBMSs 
were adopted by modelers and database czars in many real-time applications to evade such shortcomings in 
RDBMS (Bagui, 2003). This has further imploded a paradigm shift from RDBMS to OODBMS, and finally to 
agent-based database systems. This shift has been necessitated by the need to perform complex manipulations 
on database systems yielding a new generation of hybrid database systems that use one or more concepts with 
another generation of database system whose requirement cum heuristic is better satisfied by OODBMS and 
such hybrids (Satesh and Patel, 2009). To the rescue, is Object-Oriented database (OODBMS) – whose 
structure is based on the concept of objects using fets such abstraction, inheritance, polymorphism etc. These 
allow it to use the abovementioned object-model to capture the many complexities and semantics of data (Fong, 
1997). Studies and organizations are now implementing OODBMS as means to resolve issues of data storage, 
retrieval and processing (Nunn-Clark et al, 2003). The major strength of OODB is its ability to handle 
applications with complex, interrelated data (Alam and Wasan, 2006). Object-oriented DBMSs were 
necessitated by defects in the RDBMS and its inability to meet processing requirements in some real-time 
applications.  
 
1.5 The Hybrid Database Framework 
There are cases for which OODBMS are quite inefficient to compete in the same task as its RDBMS 
counterparts. Various applications have been designed around RDBMS and studies prove that it is quite difficult 
(if not impossible) to move off RDBMS completely. Hybrids are created by integrating OOP concepts into 
existing RDBMSs. This exploits RDBMS feats merged with OOP concepts (Satesh and Patel, 2009) via graph 
model. The model adopts the navigation system to provide fast search and movement across the network of 
objects using an object identifier as smart pointers to relate to the objects (Date, 1999; Codd, 1970). This hybrid 
will offer a more general data model by using objects to enhance RDBMS and incorporates relation not 
constrained by Codd's concept (which require that all data in database must be cast explicitly in terms of values 
in relations (Conrick, 2006). We model data to be represented via a digraph with trees on the nodes. Thus, the 
database seeks to extend RDBMS with non-relational features (Zhuge, 2008). 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 The Graph System 
A graph-structure consists of a set of nodes or vertices that are connected together by a corresponding set of 
edges, links or relationships. It yields a system that has been adapted in many disciplines (such as mathematics, 
computing, sociology, biology, engineering etc) to represent relationship amongst a set of interactions nodes 
(actors or agents) in such a system. Nodes are represented as actor/agents; while its corresponding 
relationships are represented via edges or linked arcs – so that the system in general, studies how these agents, 
their relations and interaction (represented via the formation of node clusters and/or isolation) creates an effect 
that ripples throughout the system (Ojugo et al, 2015). 
 
The graph plays a powerful role as networks to bridge local features that are existent within these actors or 
agents – so that they can blossom into a global (graph) pattern that helps users explain how effects of 
classification via clusters and isolation. Each agent plays a significant structural role that helps shape the 
graph’s evolution in time, and they adapt themselves to various dimensions (as need arises) via relationships 
that determines how data flows in a system (Ojugo et al, 2014). Mathematically, a graph is an abstract 
representation of a set of object that are connected by links. These interconnected objects represent vertices; 
while the links that connects a pair of vertices are edges (Izquierdo and Hanneman, 2008) denoted as G = 
(V,E). Each node x  V with edges m  E. Its edges indicates the direction of data flow: which is grouped into 
undirected and directed. A direction can either be self-linked (loop), single- or multi-link. Each node has a set 
of neighbors to which it is either linked to, or is isolated from. The links can be weak, strong or isolated, in terms 
of relations status as measured through dyads D (West, 2001). These links or edges describe what relations 
exist between actors. Graph of single relation among its nodes is simplex graph; while graphs with multiple 
relations are multiplex graphs (which are analyzed using various graph techniques/tools). An undirected relation 
implies co-occurrence, co-presence or bonded-tie where actors are of same level (such as siblings relations), 
or a directed relation with a superior and a subordinate model where data originate from a source and reaches 
target actor via a directed arrow (such as parent/child, employer/employee). If directed edge is reciprocated, it 
implies that both nodes are source and target at any given time (represented by bi-directional arrow). Some 
edges may be weighted using techniques to indicate the cost or penalty of movement from one actor to another 
actor (Diestel, 2005). 
 
2.1 Graph Models and Topology 
Modeling is an abstracting activity motivated by a particular need or goal that sees to help bring specific facets 
of an unruly domain into a space that can help us structure and manipulate them. Since there are no natural 
representations of the world the way it really is – we then employ purposeful selections, abstractions, and 
simplifications, some of which are more useful than others for satisfying a particular goal. A difference between 
graphDB and other modeling techniques, however, is the close affinity between the logical and physical models. 
RDBMS require developers to deviate from natural language representation of the domain: (a) cajoling our 
representation into a logical model, and (b) forcing it into a physical model. This transformation introduces 
semantic dissonance between our conceptualization of the world and database’s instantiation of that model. 
But, GraphDB shrinks this gap considerably as its models naturally fits with the way we tend to abstract the 
salient details from a domain using circles and boxes, and then describe the connections between these things 
by joining them with arrows (Robinson, Webber and Eifren, 2013). 
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GraphDB technologies are ‘whiteboard friendly’ and typical whiteboard view of a problem is a graph – since 
what users sketch in their creative and analytical modes maps closely to the data model implemented inside 
the GraphDB. This models also reduce the impedance mismatch between analysis and implementation that 
has plagued RDBMS and OODBMS over time. An interesting feat that continues to draw developers to its use 
is in how actors in the GraphDB communicate, how actors relate, and the facts that they also clearly 
communicate the kinds of questions pertinent in the domain. 
 
Graphs are divided into 3-models (Ojugo et al, 2015b): 
1. Random Graph model was introduced by Erdos-Renyl, and the model describes a graph with n-nodes 

connected to each other randomly, selecting from 
( )

 edges. Thus, graph grows via probability 

distribution of nodes given by P(k) ≈ e ( ) ( )

!
, following the Bernoulli binomial degree of distribution 

such that k is the average connectivity of the graph G. also, if the probability P(x=k) is small for the graph, 
then such a graph G is said to have many of its components isolated to form  (subgraph, cliques or nodes 

that are closely connected). Conversely, if P(x = k) >  
 

 is large, it is then said that almost all its 

nodes are connected to the graph G to form a single entity/component (Pavlopoulos et al, 2011). 
2. Small World Graph model introduced in 1999, describes a small-world graph model that deviates from the 

classical concept of random networks. Each node is sequentially inserted to the graph and linked to an 
existing node based on a probability that is proportional to its current degree in hierarchy. Graph grows via 
power-law distribution with probability P of the nodes with degree k proportional to P(k) = k -,   = 3 (Watts 
and Strogatz, 1998; Pavlopoulos et al, 2011). The graph is characterized and influenced by: (a) small path 
length (α) that defines the average/shortest path between a node pair and determines probability of node 
connected given a number of common neighbors. This property controls extent of a graph being filled with 
sparsely or densely connected components so that as α nears infinity, the graph becomes more a random 
graph), and (b) large clustering coefficient (q) is the average fraction of pairs of neighbors of a node that is 
connected to another. This feat determines probability of an edge to reconnect to another node in the graph. 
If the value of q is small, it denotes high clustering coefficient and large average path length, which leads 
G to become a random graphs; Else, as q tends to 0, it becomes more of a small-world graph (Schnettler, 
2009 and Ojugo et al, 2014). 

3. Scale-Free Graphs describes Barabasi and Albert model of 1998. This graph reveals data about its 
dynamics from an evolutionary point, and like the small-world topology, it deviates from the classical 
random networks based on two feats namely: growth and preferential attachment. Its core idea hinges 
on the fact that it considers a network as an evolving entity so that it models the dynamics of network 
growth. The simple BA model is well-known and described by Albert and Barabasi (2002): Given a positive 
integer m in an initial network Go, network evolves based on these rules in discrete time-process as thus: 

i. Growth – At each time j, a new node of degree m is added to the graph or network. 
ii. Preferential Attachment – For a node x in the graph, the probability a new node connects is proportional 

to the degree of x. We express Gj for the network at time j and P(x,y) for the probability that the new node 
added at time k is linked to x in Gj-1 as in Eq. 1: 

 

P(x, y) =  
deg(x)

∑ deg(x)∈

    (1) 
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Each node inserted is sequentially linked to existing one via probability proportional to the existing node’s 
current degree, in hierarchical fashion. This model generates a graph whose degree of distribution, 
asymptotically tends to a power law so that a node x of degree k is proportional to P(k) = k- and 2 <  < +∞ 
(Albert and Barabasi, 2002; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2002; Pavlopoulos et al, 2011). Its variants as 
seem to follow power law degree such that if  ≤ 3, it yields a small world graph. But, if  ≥ 3, it yields scale-
free graph and evolves with distribution of 2 <  < +∞ (Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Dorogovtsev, Mendes and 
Samukhin, 2000). 
 
2.2 The Agent-Based Modeling Philosophy in Graphs 
Resnick (1997) Flock of bird flying closely, collectively forms an image with purposeful movement as a single 
organism. Yet, the flock has no group-mind or leader bird, choreographing such formation. Rather, each bird 
reacts to the movement of its immediate neighbors who in turn react to it, to result in graceful move whose 
hypnotic rhythm is patterned yet highly-nonlinear. Modeling such elegance at a global state is often misleading 
as flock is not governed by a system – making the task tedious and difficult due to its dynamism and complexity 
as a nonlinear system. Yet, the task is remarkably easy if we model such a flock as the aggregation of local 
interactions. Modeling such event or phenomena with each bird as an agent, will result in Agent-Based Modeling 
(ABM).  
 
Reynolds (1987) showed this population-based movement of “boids” from 3-simple rules: (a) separation: boids 
do not get too close to each other, (b) alignment – they each match direction and speed to the nearest boid, 
and (c) cohesion – each boid holds perceived center of mass of the entire boids formation in its immediate 
neighborhood. Rather than model the flock or isolated birds, he modeled it based on agent-interaction to yield 
a highly realistic flight formation via simple rules. ABMs on social interaction are based on such theory and 
strategy. Researchers understand social life as a hierarchical system of institutions and norms that shape 
individual behavior via a top-down method.  
 
ABM holds an evolving possibility for self-organized, dynamic, path dependent and nonlinear processes – 
whose complexity is best modeled as emergent feats from local interactions between highly adaptive nodes 
that respond to external/internal influences received from each other (not as global patterns that each node 
adopts. As a powerful tool for relational modeling, it provides a quantitative method with paradigm shift that 
fundamentally focuses on an emergent structure that emanates from local feats interactions (Epstein and Axtel, 
1996) and posits that: (i) as a theory, it focuses on a dynamic networks, shaped by nodal interactions, and (ii) 
in practical experiments, it tests various learning theories by manipulating the network’s structural factors, 
parameters and feats such as topology, stratification and spatial mobility of the agents (Macy and Willer, 2002; 
Ojugo et al, 2014).  
 
Studies harness ABMs’ potentials as tools of interest in relational method and modeling. Macy and Willers 
(2002) provides a more rigorous method for specifying basics of the global patterns at relational level, along 
with paradigm shift from factors to actors. Thus, ABMs differ fundamentally as they focus more on the 
emergence of social structure and social order, from of local interaction. They thus posits that: (a) theoretical 
focus on dynamic social networks is shaped by agents’ interactions, and (b) in experiments, ABMs tests for 
social-learning theories as they manipulate the structural factors of the model such as network topology, social 
stratification and spatial mobility are based on these assumptions, not limited to and includes (Kaufman, 1996; 
Simon, 1998; Macy and Willer, 2002; Ojugo, 2009): 
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a. Agents1 are autonomous – System may not directly be modeled as globally-integrated entity; But, emerge 
as a pattern of bottom-up, coordinated not by centralized authority (as may exists in environmental 
constraints) but via local interactions in autonomous decision makers known as self-organization. 

b. Agents follow simple rules – Global pattern does not necessarily imply or reflect cognitive complexity in an 
agent’s ability. Human agents or individuals act as a behavioural system in that they obey rules as norms, 
morals, social conventions and social habits. These simple rules yield the un-obvious global patterns that 
may be sometimes, very difficult to understand. The apparent complexity of our behavior thus, is a reflection 
of our environmental complexity. We thus posit that ABMs explore, simplest set of behavioral assumptions 
required to generate a pattern of explanatory interest to influence the dynamics of the population as well 
as determine their behavior from local feats and processes that are innate in agents as such individuals 
interact with their neighbors. 

c. Agents Evolve in Time – As agents learn in the system, their behaviour and actions evolve through 
interactions and thus, they respond accordingly to the task to meet specific requirements as well as reach 
their desired state and set objectives. 

d. Agents are interdependent – With feats like affection, persuasion, imitation, sanctioning, set-goals and 
others, agents influence others in response to influences they receive. It may be indirect, if agents’ 
behaviors change some aspect of environment, which in turn affects the behavior of others. Thus, a 
consequence of each agent’s decisions, depend in part on the choices of others.  

e. Agents are adaptive – With agents being adaptive, their interaction can generate a complex system. They 
adapt as individual and population by moving, imitating, replicating, or learning, but not by calculating the 
most efficient action. As individuals, they learn via processes like reinforcement, Bayes update or back-
propagation of error in neural networks. Learning alters probability distribution of behaviors competing for 
attention within each individual. The population learns via evolution process of selection, imitation, and 
social influence. Evolution alters frequency distribution of agent-types competing for reproduction within a 
population. 

f. Agents have Property – These are characteristics that describe such agents. Example, if the agents are 
human, then these properties may include not limited to height, weight, complexion etc. These properties 
are sometimes intrinsic to the agent and may not be changed. But, we can change their values. 

g. Agents have Lifetime – Agents are created as they enter the social system and are destroyed when they 
expire or die. An authorized institution or social system has some form of control over the lifetime of an 
agent as the agent goes through its corresponding processes. With the creation of an agent in the system, 
it is allotted a space or position in the system so that the more agents are created at a given time – the 
more positions and memory is used up in the system, and the greater the complexity, speed and 
performance of the network or social system. Thus, stochastic models aim to maximize the potentials of 
agents by creating and destroying them on need-basis (Ojugo, 2008). 

h. Agents are instantiated – Each agent belongs to a class – so that agents of same class can perform the 
same action. Class determines what feats and methods are available to an agent. Each time an agent is 
thus created, it brings forth an instance of the class such an agent belongs to.  

i. Agents have scope - The scope of an agent defines the tie-link, underlying structure and part of the network 
or social system that the agent has access to. They are strong, weak and no-ties. These ties as define 
through its local interaction will ripple into a global pattern to affect and effect on the system. 

j. Agents have Methods: These are the actions an agent can perform or take. These actions are determined 
by the nature of the task at hand, which in turn – specifies the nature of the agent. Agents that are defined 
by the class can all perform the same action.  

k. Agents have Events – Events are reactions that an agent receives in correspondence to its actions. For 
example, people can be hugged or slapped. Agents have events associated with them. 
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l. Agents are encapsulated – We may know what the values of properties, methods and events that an agent 
possess or may have; But, we may not be able to define how such became innate and its existence in the 
agent in the first place. Thus, such feats are transparent to the modeler of the system. Thus, agents in a 
process are often referred to as black-box tools (tools we can use without knowing its inner workings). The 
advantage of such includes: (a) aids speed in development processes, (b) allows agent reuse to similar 
systems, and (c) makes transparency more effective. 

m. Agents have states – The state of an agent is a set of all the values defined by all its properties. A person 
can be fair in complexion, 6.8feets tall, short hair, etc. 

 
2.3 Issues in ABMs  
Macy and Willer (2002) ABMs converge to two problems (both complementary to explain clustering in social 
ties) as: 
2. Emergent Social Structure – Agents (via their behavior) traverse a physical space in response to social 

influence and selection pressures. They start off undifferentiated and change location (behavior) to avoid 
being different, overcrowded or isolated. Thus, conforms to (rather than being homogenous) and 
aggregates to a global pattern of cultural difference, stratification and homophilous clustering in networks. 
Modeling such process starts off as a heterogeneous population to end in convergence, coordination, 
diffusion, and collapse of personal norms, institutions, beliefs, innovations, etc. 

3. Emergent Social Order – Agents’ egoistic adaptation often leads to successful collective action without the 
altruism or global (top-down) imposition of control. A key finds in many studies, is that cooperation achieved 
via social order and collective action as a function of trust, largely depends decisively on social interaction 
that are embedded therein in the social system. 

 
2.4 ABMs Simulation Validation in Graphs 
Simulation depends largely on predictive value accuracy. But, ABM is more concerned with theoretical model 
design and explanation of such prediction rather than the prediction itself. For highly abstract experiments that 
explore plausible mechanisms to observe underlying patterns, ABMs do not necessarily aim at accurate display 
of a particular empirical application. Instead, enriches our insight of the fundamental processes in a variety of 
tasks. Simulation in predictions and training, make assumptions that are quite highly realistic and complicated 
to deepen our knowledge of some fundamental process so as to achieve a valid experiment. Simplicity of such 
assumption is important to yield some representation of some setting. Making a model more realistic, inevitably 
add complexity can undermines its benefit as tool for theoretical research, if we cannot figure how the model 
yields a given result. Researchers are skeptic about validity of simulated results if a model is for theoretical 
exploration rather than empirical prediction (Axelord, 1997).  
 
Coleman (1990) Mathematical models approximate ABMs by operating on population attributes and their 
distribution with difference captured in the initial conditions constraint, which aim to motivate the behavior of 
individual actors whose interactions will aggregate as a new social outcome. This explanatory method aims to 
search for the causal mechanisms at the level of human action that underlie the association between social 
factors. Durkheim (1982) ABMs implement such methods with an additional caveat that such outcome is more 
than the sum of its parts. This concept known as emergence from: “hardness of bronze lies not in the copper, 
tin or lead used to form it – for all of them are soft and malleable bodies. Its hardness is a result of their mix. 
Thus, social facts reside in the society itself that produces them and not in its members. Concept of emergence 
and self-organization note that the feats of the larger system are not the same, of its components. It may not 
resemble nor be intended by any of its constituent actors.  
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It also incorporates an essential insight of individualism and that of societal patterns that emerge from purposive 
choices and not from social facts external to individuals. Global feats are sui generis, but also emerge from 
bottom up via local interactions – so that path-dependent, emergent feats, self-organize process (like informal 
control) are not mistaken for globally-coordinated institutions. ABM studies processes with no global-
coordination (which, established) – forces a top-down approach. It is dedicated to how simple, predictable local 
interactions generate familiar but highly intricate, enigmatic global patterns such as data diffusion, coordination 
of conventions, norm emergence and collective action via participation. These local emergent feats appear 
unexpectedly to either transform or disappear in a society such as revolutions, market crashes, fads and feeding 
frenzies. ABMs are theoretical bridge to leverage between individualism and non-reductionist in which global 
patterns aggregates of interest more than individual feats; And at same time, is an emergent pattern not 
understood without the bottom-up dynamical model (Macy and Willer, 2002). 
 
2.5 The Graph Database (GraphDB) Model and Structure 
A GraphDB is an online database system with Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) techniques used to 
expose the graph model and generally used for online-transaction (OLTP) system. It is normally optimized for 
transactional performance and engineered with transaction integrity and operational availability in mind 
(Barmpis and Kolovos, 2014). Two feats to be explored in using GraphDBs technologies include: 
a. Storage: Most GraphDBs uses the native graph storage, optimized and designed for storing and managing 

graphs; while some serialize its data into a RDBMS, OODBMS or some other general-purpose data store.  
b. Processing: Some GraphDBs use index-free adjacency so that connected nodes physically point to each 

other in the database. Any database behaves like a graphDB (exposes a graph data model via CRUD 
operations) qualifies as graphDB database. This implies a significant performance advantages of index-
free adjacency, and thus, use the term native graph processing to describe graph databases that leverage 
index-free adjacency. 

 
The structure diagram is a schema representing the design of a network database consisting of boxes (which 
represents the record types) and lines (which represents the links). Owing from the model types as mentioned 
above, consider the E-R Graph consisting of two entity sets, client and account data, related via a binary, many-
to-many relationship depositor with no descriptive attributes. Diagram specifies that a client can have several 
accounts, and that an account can also belong to several different clients. Record type client is the entity set 
client with includes 3-fields: client_name, client_address and client_phone. Similarly, account is record type 
representing entity set with 3-fields: bank, account_number and balance as:  
 
type client = record 
      client_name: string; 
      client_address: string; 
      client_phone: integer; 
     end 
type account = record 
      bank: string; 
      account_number: string; 
      balance: float; 
     end 
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Table 1: Client 
Name Address Phone 
Arnold Bless FUPRE, Warri 0803-407-2248 
Yoro Fred FecoTech, Asaba 0803-715-2027 
Rume Lizzy FecoTech Asaba 0803-491-1797 
Ojugo Tessy UniBen, Benin 0812-080-0233 

 
Table 2: Account 

Bank Account No Balance 
ZTB 2007176543 25490:09 
ACB  0715290341 37908:23 
FCM  0562304325 17902:01 
GTB 0109982670 56098:92 

 
The relation is replaced with link depositor is a a many-to-many relationship for which: (a) the relation depositor 
is a one-to-many from client-to-account such that depositor points from account-to-client record(s), and (b) 
relation depositor is one-to-one if link depositor has two arrows where one points from client-to-account record, 
and other points from account-to-client record type. Thus, for a many-to-many relation, the depositor relation 
will just show lines to link depositor to both record types (account and client) graphically represented as: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1a: Many-to-Many relationship for the two-data structure diagrams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1b: Sample Database diagrams 
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Fig 2: A One-to-Many (1:M) Relation for the 2-data structure Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3: a One-to-One (1:1) Relation for the 2-data structure Diagram 
 
The GraphDB schema described above can contain a number of client records linked to a number of account 
records as in fig 1b. With a many-to-many relationship, it shows that Rume and Ojugoboth has 2-accounts each.  
 
Property of GraphDB 
A GraphDB has the following properties namely (Angles and Gutierrez, 2008; DeVirgillio et al, 2013): 
1. GraphDB initializes nodes as documents to store feats in the form of arbitrary key-value pairs. The keys 

are strings and the values are arbitrary data types. 
2. Relationships connect and structure its nodes with label and direction so that each GraphDB has start/end 

node with no dangling relationships. A relation’s direction and label together, adds semantic clarity to 
structure of nodes. 

3. Relationships can also have properties – which is useful in providing additional metadata to a graph 
algorithms, adding additional semantics to relations (including quality and weight), and for constraining 
queries at runtime. 

 
Rationale for the Choice of Graph DB 
a. Modeling: Any task can be modeled as graph. And though the GraphDB provides a powerful, novel data 

modeling technique; It does not account that this in itself provide sufficient justification to replace a well-
established, well-understood data platform. There must be an immediate and significant practical benefit.  

b. Motivation: GraphDBs is motivated with the existence of use cases and data patterns whose performance 
improves by one/more orders of magnitude when implemented, and whose latency is much lower 
compared to aggregates in batch processing. It offers performance benefit, that are extremely flexible and 
a mode of delivery that is aligned with today’s agile software delivery practices as used in OOP and new 
paradigm of Agent-based programming. 

c. Performance: Its performance increase when dealing with connected data allows the integration with 
OODBMS, RDMS and NOSQL. It creates the needed hybrid that allow migration flexibility between these 
database models such that in cases where join-intensive query performance deteriorates as dataset gets 
bigger, the GraphDB tends to retain a relatively constant performance – because queries are localized to 
a portion of the graph. Thus, at run time, each query is proportional only to the size of the part of the graph 
traversed to satisfy that query, rather than the size of the overall graph.  

d. Flexibility: With developers and data architects, GraphDB seek to connect data as the application domain 
dictates (so that its schema and structure emerge in tandem with our growing understanding of the problem 
space as well as suits the real data and intricacies of the data) rather than being imposed upfront. GraphDB 

Client Account 
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Client Account 
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addresses this via its model and accommodates business needs in a way that enables IT to move at the 
speed of business. Graphs are naturally additive, allowing users to add new relations, new nodes and new 
subgraphs (components) to existing structure without disturbing existing queries and functions of 
application. Such feedback cum positive implications increase developer’s productivity and reduces project 
risk. This flexibility implies that developers do not have to model the application in exhaustive detail ahead 
of time – which will consequently require a corresponding change as business requirements changes. The 
additive nature of graphs also means there are fewer migrations, which in turn reduces maintenance 
overhead and risk. 

e. Agility: Gives a developer the ability to evolve our data model in step in tandem with our OOP application, 
using a technology aligned to today’s incremental and iterative software delivery practices. Modern 
GraphDB equips the developers with abilities of frictionless development and graceful systems 
maintenance. In particular, the schema-free nature of GraphDB coupled with its API (application 
programming interface) and query – empowers users to evolve in a controlled manner. Also the GraphDB 
lacks schema-oriented data governance mechanisms in RDBMs and other data models as it calls for a 
more visible and actionable kind of governance.  The model queries assert biz rules that depend upon the 
graph, which aligns well with today’s agile and test-driven software development practices, allowing graph 
database–backed applications to evolve in step with changing business environments.  

 
3. PROPOSED GRAPH FRAMEWORK 
 
3.1 Modeling the Database 

RDBMS and OOPs have different programming paradigms that are not very compatible. Many OOPs do not 
have any standard method for accessing data type information at run time. Thus, many developers seek means 
to parlay these feats via their application’s interface design, which is specific of the database model adapted. 
Our hybrid is achieved and modeled via one-of-this strategies: (Satesh and Patel, 2009; Robie and Bartels, 
2013): 
a. Model the Database in your Application Classes – A user can build an OO-application around a relational 

model, where each object must be instructed on how to retrieve and store data from the database. This 
strategy requires extra programming in every class, and does not result in artistic clean program design 
(for details of the database as implemented must reflect in every class) and structure of data for the OOP 
is not closely related to the tables of RDBs. This can render the infused code, non-trivial. 

b. Model Application in Database – Here, a user reflects the object model in a RDMS. This strategy is much 
harder the previous one because RDBs have limited data types, and it requires significant coding in OOP 
application as many aspects of objects cannot be expressed directly in RDB (e.g. inheritance, pointer, 
polymorphism, collections). 

c. Row-Orientation Interface – In case the application only needs simple data-types with not have many 
relationships – user can limit his/her interfaces to row-oriented access. This greatly simplifies development. 
In many databases, it is useful to define views that present data to the program in a convenient way. Some 
applications need to store complex data; But, it then exchanges only simple data with RDB. In such cases, 
it is imperative and wise to use an OODBMS for its data and use simple tables and views to share data 
with RDB. 

3.2 The Experimental GraphDB 
Suppose our GraphDB as above includes a relationship with descriptive attributes – its E-R diagram 
transformation is more complicated. A link cannot contain any data value, so a new record type is created to 
link what needs to be established. If, we derive the attribute access date to depositor relationship (to indicate 
the most recent time a client accessed an account) – then, our new derived E-R diagram transforms to: 
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Fig 4: Adding the Access_Date feat to E-R Diagram 
 
Eventually, if we add some other attributes that seeks to find data about a particular user whose account is 
domiciled in one branc and can also be accessed from other parts of the State and/or Country – then we implore 
data mining techniques with queries that uses the GraphDB to access the record in want. 
 
3.3 Transaction and Input/Output on GraphDB 
Transactions are basically all forms of read/write cum search operation that occurs within a database. For the 
GraphDB as implemented, we use the ACID transaction mode as default mechanism for querying the database. 
While, it is very similar to the SQL in databases, it allows any number of operations (such that transactions such 
as node creation, edge creation, creation of a property of a node amongst others) can be carried out per 
transaction. The GraphDB uses the relevant operating system's Memory Mapping for its I/O (MMIO) in order to 
increase performance. Thus, if any transaction has too many operations in it (more than the allocated MMIO or 
maximum Java heap can handle), the performance of the transaction will suffer. Conversely, if transactions 
perform too few operations – then, there will be lot more transactions needed to perform each task. This in turn, 
will cause the overall run time of such task to be longer.  
To create an equilibrium, the GraphDB will seek compute the size of each transaction, and depending on the 
total memory available, it then allocates to each process or transaction, the required memory. A further balance 
needs to be found between the Java heap and the MMIO which will add up to be the total memory used by the 
process. Also, memory available for inserts can or may be hindered by XMI resource being loaded (which uses 
a considerable amount of memory); But, for large models – the memory needs must be taken into consideration. 
Empirical tests show that using: 
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 M =
runtime. getRuntime(). maxMemory() − xmiResourceMemory

15000
 

 
as number of operations per transaction works efficiently. The value of xmiResourceMemory is calculated 
dynamically after the relevant file(s) have been loaded into memory by using the before/after delta in memory 
consumption. This is obtained by considering data given in the documentation and by testing various values for 
the denominator (or size of each object to be committed in transaction). Tests performed demonstrated that 
other values were less performant than this; the value assumes that, on average, each object in the transaction 
will be of size 15000 bytes. If this value is not reasonable for the specified context, either it is too large (for 
example someone storing a large model consisting of elements containing only a single boolean attribute and 
a single reference), or it is too small (for example someone storing a large model consisting of elements 
containing large strings inside them and multiple references to one another) it should be altered by the 
administrators. 
 
4. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 
 
The GraphDB methodology allows users to develop a database system that acts as a backend for most 
applications, which perform consistently better in its data manipulation and queries than other models and 
hybrids. The model drastically reduces the space overhead, the time complexity of the overall process and its 
search/manipulation of data with respect to any other competitor strategy that spends much time traversing a 
large number of edges. Variants (version) of the GraphDB have been successfully implemented by other studies 
such as Schenk (1974), Gerritsen (1975), Dahl and Bubenko (1982), Angles and Gutierrez (2008), De Virgilio 
et al, (2013). These studies also agreed that significant result was shown in the speed-up between some 
strategies.  
 
The concept of storing and managing graph-data natively is quite old and has been recently re-born with the 
advent of the Semantic Web and other emerging application domains, such as social networks and 
bioinformatics. This new interest has led to the development of a number of GraphDBs that are now becoming 
quite popular. In spite of this, current approaches rely on best practices and guidelines based on typical design 
patterns, published by practitioners in blogs or only suited for specific systems (a design pattern based on join 
operations that need to be performed over the database). But, assumptions on the way in which the database 
under development is accessed and many other approach relies only on the knowledge of conceptual 
constraints that can be defined with the ER model as mentioned in Section II. Also, GraphDB provides a system-
independent intermediate representation that makes it suitable for any application to integrate. The many feats 
of GraphDB can allow effective and efficient migration of data from a relational to GraphDB. In this work, we 
consider a different scenario where the database needs to be built from scratch. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Various mechanisms are available in the GraphDB model for updating records in the database, which allow 
users to create and delete records (via the store and erase operations), as well as the modification (via the 
modify operation) of the content of existing records. The use of connect, disconnect and reconnect operations 
helps to insert or remove records from a particular set occurrence. So, when new set is defined, the user must 
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specify how member records are to be inserted, and under what conditions it is moved from one set occurrence 
to another. Thus, a newly created member record can be added to a set occurrence either explicitly or implicitly. 
This distinction is specified at set-definition time via the insertion is statement with the manual and automatic 
insert-mode options. There are various restrictions on how and when a member record can be removed from a 
set occurrence into which it has been inserted previously. These restrictions are specified at set-definition time 
via the retention is statement with the fixed, mandatory, and an optional retention options. Implementation 
techniques for the GraphDB model exploit the restrictions of the model to allow the physical representation of 
GraphDB sets without the need for variable-length records. A GraphDB set is represented by one ring structure 
for each occurrence. 
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